At the sight, a murmur went up around him, a murmur blended of awe and amazement. Grim satisfaction knifed through Fergesson. These were originals lacking in this settlement.
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Distortions
He often drew upon his life experiences in addressing the nature of drug abuse, paranoia, schizophrenia, and transcendental experiences in novels such as “A Scanner Darkly” and “VALIS”. 
Several unsettling details were found in the image, including a hand distinctly marked with red ink, which made it challenging to discern the text clearly. Nonetheless, the following sections can be extracted and translated or transcribed with a reasonable approximation:

**Preservation Decision**

**See Verso of Title Page**

---

In the upper right corner, there is a faint marking that seems to say, "Border helps this Coltan," which might be a reference to coltan (tantalum), a mineral used in electronics.

---

Towards the bottom right, there is a map fragment showing a sea area with a coastline, marked with the year 1876 and some navigational symbols.

---

A significant portion of the page is covered by images and labels, making direct text extraction difficult. However, it appears there might be some historical or geographical content, possibly related to navigation or exploration.

---

The bottom right corner has the inscription "End note," implying the conclusion of a written excerpt or footnote.
Débris à l'abandon d'une planète corrodée. Particules d'ossements et d'acier transportées par le vent et intimement mélangées au ciment pour former des océans de mortier. Allen Fergesson bâilla, alluma une Lucky Strike, et se rencogna, à moitié endormi, dans le siège au cuir brillant de sa Buick '57.

— Sale vision dépressive, commenta-t-il. Un enfer de monotonie — rien que des détritus mutilés. Ça vous en fout un coup.

Cendre, noire et désolée, recouvrant les deux cotés de la route.

Monticules inégaux à perte de vue — vagues ruines d'immeubles, de villes, d'une civilisation tout entière.
Cendre, noire

Ant les deux cotés

La route.

Cendre, noire et désolée, recouv
ET LA LUMIÈRE FUT...
EN ARCHITECTURE
Éric Monin

[Text continues on the page]
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